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After recording your amp tone, you can dump the Auto-Tune results into the HD500 section, and then start to adjust it to make it your own. This is where the true magic happens for a guitar amp: the control over the sound is now held in your hands. If you need a new amp, simply load up a previously recorded sound file of an amp of your choice.
Alternatively, if your guitar plays a preset sound, then make your changes by tapping the footswitch in the rear of the unit. For example, the preset sound for an Ernie Ball American Deluxe Deluxe is a nice flat sounding amp, with a crunchy sound, similar to a Rockman. A fantastic feature of Vitamin is the two different guitar amps: the overdrive-cabinet
and the typical guitar amp. With eight different amp simulators, you can use different amps for different effects as well as different tunings, as long as you want. Plus, it includes two different FX-cabinets, as well as a Powertube, Pro-Amp and Tube Filter that you can control manually. In addition to two patches for drums, you get also a couple of presets

for guitar pedals and two racks for amp simulation. You will need to decide to either run your guitar through a tube amp, which may sound good if you like that kind of sound, or a solid state amp, which is based on the RMS (root mean square) method, and works better on digital files, taking into account that the distortion device will keep a balance
between the two. Since its release, Bluesman has received generally positive reviews, because of the simple but effective workflow and interface. “Perfect” is one of the shortest words in the dictionary, but the simplicity of the GUI and the powerful features make this plugin perfect for editing acoustic guitar. As you can see in the preview, the software

includes more than two dozen presets, so you can dig deeper and explore different sounds.
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If you already own some effects and amp-simulators, why not use them together? We can then combine the Mixer from the ProCoder plug-in with the processers from Manipulator Stereo. Then we can use the Splitter from ProCoder VST which will allow us to make a few subtle changes and put it in the Splitter to make it sound even better. Now, if we
wanted to boost the overall volume, we could use the Reverse Boost plug-in from Live. \"Live’s Vintage ’59 Plug-in gives me a massive voice on the guitar. All the sounds are recorded with my trusty Fender Telecaster so I tend to select the single string mode, which gives a really nice “rubbery” sound. I can use the real thing for the very fat choruses and
the plug-in for the arpeggios and the twinkling half-time melodies and the twirling minor scales. Its wonderfully weird, yet powerful. It can also be used as a great slapback delay or a huge reverb section. I use it as a lead instrument instead of a lead amp if you know what I mean. If I turn it up to about 8 o’clock it really cuts through the mix and lays down
some serious guitar-riff power on top of the already intense drum and bass mix. Each sound has certain elements that I can control or not, depending on the sound that I’m attempting to create in the mix, but overall I’ve designed it to create a real massive ’60s sound. The plug-in includes a whole range of options, including distortion, overdrive, reverb,

delay, pitch correction, as well as panning and audio effects. It takes a little getting used to but once I’ve played around with the tools, I find that its really easy to get inspired and produce some great guitar parts. Live’s Vintage ’59 Plug-in is a fantastic modelled-amp that allows you to produce a massive range of sounds. I love the fact that I’m not
locked into a defined tonal character or a defined lo-fi sound. The Vintage ’59 is an amazingly flexible plug-in that gives you the opportunity to get really experimental. Its easy to create some amazing guitar parts and sounds, simply by playing around with the various controls, and by adding delays, filtering, and reverb to the mix. The Vintage ’59 is an

essential tool for any serious guitar player, and I’m very proud to now offer my own in-house plug-in!\" 5ec8ef588b
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